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You got scared cause I dared you to commit
You made your mind up and now you're not jumpin' in
You take the risk that you maight end up alone
Forgetting all about what the past has shown
And yes, there's a border by where hearts are broken
I won't lie, I can show you that it just don't matter
When we were thus spoken

You wanna be let you wanna worry
It takes over in a hurry
I truck while you sow, but I have to let go
That's what love is made of

You will worry about all the things you'd miss
You'll trade it all in a second just to feel like this
You're glazed over and you're wearing a bum of a grin
You're on a hot and you just can't keep it in
So good, you're forgetting about the complications
And you are falling deep into a trance that fallows this
sweet temptation
You don't realize it when you're in it
Your heart's gone in a about a minute
I truck while you sow, that makes you let go
That's what love is made of

Yes, there's a border by where hearts are broken
I will lie, I can show you that it just don't matter
When we were thus spoken

You wanna be let, you wanna worry
It takes over in a hurry
I truck while you sow, but I have to let go
That's what love is made of
That's what love is made of
what love
what love
what love
what love is made of
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